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oh. vi	A SYNTHESIS
extant in the community we are investigati^:V
that neither formula imposes upon any perso '
in excess of the rate which would extract from EBfeat^j maxi-
mum possible revenue ; for to do this would be to defeat the
purpose of the revenue officials. It then follows that, in order
for the two formulae to yield equal revenues, the one which
is less progressive must impose higher rates of tax than the
other on small incomes. There will be a value of x, dependent
on the amount of revenue required, the nature of the formulae,
the way in which incomes are distributed and the attitude of
the several taxpayers towards work and income, in respect of
which $[(%)= $%(%)• For all values of x greater than this
critical value — call it X — \fj[(x) will be greater, and for all
values less than this critical value, smaller than ^(x). In these
circumstances, it is not possible to prove in a general way
that the aggregate announcement damage will be greater
under the more than under the less progressive formula.
Whereas in a community made up of people with equal
incomes the demerits in respect of announcement effects of
highly progressive income taxes stand out clearly, this is not
so, or at all events is less markedly so, in a community the
incomes of whose members differ widely.
§ 5. From the above analysis, imperfect as it is, a broad
practical inference can, I think, legitimately be drawn. This
is that, in constructing tax schemes of the second of the two
types distinguished in § 3, we should not give predominant
weight to announcement considerations. This conclusion is
further strengthened when account is taken of what was said
in § 9 of Chapter V. For there, it will be remembered, we
found that, for all income groups, the great majority of people
are likely to supply their work in a very inelastic manner,
so that not much difference will be made to the amount of
work performed by substituting one tax formula for another.
No doubt an extreme formula, such as that illustrated at the
end of § 6 of Chapter V, may properly be ruled out on announce-
ment grounds ; but this type of formula, in view of its reactions
on capital accumulation, is also objectionable from the distri-
butional standpoint. Generally speaking, formulae which are
prima facie good in respect of distribution ought not to be
rejected merely because, from an announcement point of view,
something less progressive would be better.

